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Abstract: This review outlines risk factors of post-laser in situ keratomileusis (LASIK) ectasia
that can be detected preoperatively and presents a new metric to be considered in the detection
of ectasia risk. Relevant factors in refractive surgery screening include the analysis of intrinsic
biomechanical properties (information obtained from corneal topography/tomography and
patient’s age), as well as the analysis of alterable biomechanical properties (information obtained
from the amount of tissue altered by surgery and the remaining load-bearing tissue). Corneal
topography patterns of placido disk seem to play a pivotal role as a surrogate of corneal strength,
and abnormal corneal topography remains to be the most important identifiable risk factor for
ectasia. Information derived from tomography, such as pachymetric and epithelial maps as well
as computational strategies, to help in the detection of keratoconus is additional and relevant.
High percentage of tissue altered (PTA) is the most robust risk factor for ectasia after LASIK
in patients with normal preoperative corneal topography. Compared to specific residual stromal
bed (RSB) or central corneal thickness values, percentage of tissue altered likely provides
a more individualized measure of biomechanical alteration because it considers the relationship
between thickness, tissue altered through ablation and flap creation, and ultimate RSB thickness.
Other recognized risk factors include low RSB, thin cornea, and high myopia. Age is also a very
important risk factor and still remains as one of the most overlooked ones. A comprehensive
screening approach with the Ectasia Risk Score System, which evaluates multiple risk factors
simultaneously, is also a helpful tool in the screening strategy.
Keywords: ectasia, risk factor, refractive surgery, PTA

Introduction
Corneal ectasia is a sight-threatening complication of excimer laser refractive surgery
characterized by progressive steepening and thinning of the cornea. Although its
prevalence is theoretically low, estimated between 0.04% and 0.6%,1 we believe that
this problem is underestimated. Understanding, recognizing, and accepting its risk
factors are crucial steps toward achieving a significant reduction in the occurrence of
this adverse event. This review outlines risk factors of post-laser in situ keratomileusis
(LASIK) ectasia that can be detected preoperatively and presents a new metric to be
considered in the detection of ectasia risk.

Concept of a risk factor
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The main purpose of assessing risk is not to determine who will or will not develop
ectasia, but rather, based on stringent scientific analysis, to determine what group or
groups of people present a higher chance of the event happening.1
There is a significant difference between the definitions of prevalence of factors in
a group (which is related to how many people in that group present with the factor) and
the influence of the factors on that group (which is related to something that can occur
in that group when exposed to the factor). Analysis of prevalence is not sufficient to
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investigate a risk factor. An appropriate tool to investigate
the association between a particular factor and an outcome
is the odds ratio value.
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Ectasia after excimer laser
refractive surgery
Corneal ectasia after excimer laser refractive surgery most
likely represents a disruption of biomechanical integrity
and a subsequent reduction below the threshold required to
maintain corneal shape and curvature.2–5
There are mainly three settings where this event could
theoretically occur: 1) when a cornea already destined to
manifest ectasia has surgery, which could be the case in
patients who have not yet developed the first detectable
topographic signs of an intrinsic corneal disease associated
with fragility, such as keratoconus;6 2) a preoperatively
weak but clinically stable cornea that undergoes a surgery,
which could be the case in eyes that present only subtle
topographic or tomographic signs of abnormality, fellow
eyes of eyes with frank keratoconus, and eyes that do not
present specific criteria for a disease associated with biomechanical fragility but significantly deviates from what
is expected in the normal population and, therefore, should
be at least considered suspicious;7,8 or 3) when a relatively
normal cornea is weakened below a safe threshold, creating
biomechanical instability, which could be explained by the
relative percentage contribution of the anterior stroma to
the total corneal strength, which is modified after excimer
laser refractive surgery, associated with a high percentage
of tissue altered (PTA).9–12
Therefore, relevant factors in refractive surgery screening
include the analysis of intrinsic biomechanical properties, an
information obtained from corneal topography/tomography
and patient’s age, as well as the analysis of alterable biomechanical properties, an information obtained from the amount
of tissue altered by surgery and the remaining load-bearing
tissue.9,13,14

Ectasia risk factors
Information obtained from Placido disk
corneal topography
Placido disk-based automated corneal topography was
introduced in the late 1980s and remains until now as the
standard of care for preoperative patient screening before
keratorefractive surgery.15 The most important warning
sign for ectasia risk is still abnormal corneal topography. Its
principle is based on the computerized analysis of corneal
images obtained from the reflection of a Placido disk onto the
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corneal surface and has been found to be highly sensitive in
the detection of early keratoconus, prior to loss of corrected
visual acuity and biomicroscopic findings.16,17 Klyce and
Wilson15,18 first published about the normal and abnormal
patterns of corneal topography and that the emerging interest in laser keratorefractive surgery along with the onset of
post-LASIK ectasia cases associated with early keratoconus
has led to the development of several literature-validated
keratoconus detection schemes.16,17
It is very important to remind the readers that the correct
analysis of Placido disk-based topography starts with the
interpretation of its pattern and, more importantly, how much
it deviates from topographic maps obtained from the normal
population.15,17–21 A better understanding of the most common,
repeated, or the “standard deviation” pattern of the normal
population is a paramount step for any refractive surgeon.
Lacking that essential knowledge significantly increases the
risk of misinterpretation. Subtle abnormal topographic patterns are among the most overlooked risk factors in refractive
surgery. An altered topographic pattern represents a biomechanically fragile structure, which means a higher risk of
ectasia if surgery is performed and tissue is removed.4,22
Although some diseases are related to recognizable abnormal topographic patterns or altered indexes, especially when
presenting the classic well-defined keratoconus (or any other
ectatic disease) patterns, these are certainly not the only ways
in which an abnormal status is presented. There are some
subtle signs of corneal alterations in the intrinsic structure, and
sometimes even obvious topographic signs of abnormality,
that could have been misclassified with computational indexes
because they are not classically related to keratoconus.9,22–27
There are indexes that have been widely used and implemented in most of the corneal topographers. Rabinowitz
et al have proposed inferior–superior (I–S) ratio21 values
and the keratometry, inferior-superior value, simulated
astigmatism, and astigmatism (KISA)% index,28 which is a
formula that combines the central keratometry power, the
I–S value, the corneal-simulated astigmatism (SimCyl), and
a representation of the irregular astigmatism (smallest angle
between two steep radii subtracted from 180°). Maeda et al
proposed the keratoconus prediction index, derived from a
combination of indexes in an attempt to better differentiate
eyes with keratoconus.29 The cone location and magnitude
index, proposed by Mahmoud et al, is another promising tool
with high sensitivity and specificity.30
However attractive these may be and though all these
indexes are of great relevance to the refractive surgery field in
making analyses more reproducible and comparable among
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physicians, the interpretation of a topography map goes far
beyond the numbers and includes detailed analyses of the
shape and topographic pattern. After the correct interpretation
of the maps, an analysis that should always be bilateral, and
assuming that the images were properly captured, considering
the ocular surface and the technique, multiples of computationally derived keratoconus detection indexes are definitely
useful, but these may only add to what has been determined
by the topographic pattern and never subtract from what has
been identified, even subtle signs of abnormality.
Recent studies7,23–27 have shown that subtle abnormal patterns that were not classically associated with keratoconus
could still increase the chances of biomechanical instability,
even after a refractive surgery that involves low values of PTA.
Therefore, it is at least challenging to determine any safety
limits in this particular group that includes less significant
inferior steepening, any significant skewed radial axis with or
without inferior steepening, or one diopter or more of inferior
steepening in some areas but an I–S value of ,1.4,7 betweeneye topographic asymmetry, even if neither eye’s topographic
pattern is in itself decidedly abnormal, and young patients with
against-the-rule astigmatic patterns.24–26 Using these suspicious
topographic patterns and relative asymmetry as a surrogate
for corneal strength measurements, these findings signify that
less tissue alteration was necessary to induce ectasia in eyes
with less biomechanically stable corneas.7,23–27

Information obtained with tomography
While clinical keratoconus is reliably detected with Placido
disk-based corneal topography and even sometimes at slitlamp examination, several indices and artificial intelligence
methods have also been investigated by different available
technologies, including scanning-slit,31 Scheimpflug,32,33 dual
Scheimpflug,8,34 optical coherence tomography,35 and very
high-frequency digital ultrasound,36 that ultimately analyze
the anterior corneal curvature, posterior corneal surface,
corneal thickness (central or relational), epithelial mapping,
or biomechanical measurements.
Several corneal indices based on elevation,8,31,37,38 using
different reference surfaces, 34 thickness profiles,37,38 or
wavefronts39 have been reported to improve the sensitivity
of subclinical keratoconus detection. Smadja et al8 studied
a new screening algorithm using dual Scheimpflug analyzer
and showed an automated decision tree classifier that allows
the detection of keratoconus and forme fruste with promising
combination of sensitivity and specificity.
All these tools are widely available and have shown
promise as adjuvant tools when screening refractive surgery
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candidates; however, none to date have proven to be more
sensitive or reliable at detecting keratoconus suspect features
than Placido imaging.40–42 Most quantified scoring approaches
to date have found significant overlaps even between known
control and abnormal populations.

Percentage of tissue altered
As previously mentioned, another important part of the
screening process is the analysis of alterable biomechanical
properties, through the amount of tissue altered by surgery
and the remaining load-bearing tissue.
There is an integrated relationship between preoperative
corneal thickness, ablation depth (AD), and flap thickness
(FT) in determining the relative amount of biomechanical
change that has occurred after a LASIK procedure. Santhiago
et al coined the term,11 proposed it first,9 investigated and
determined its association with ectasia,7–11 and tested and
validated7,10,11 a new metric, the PTA, that describes this
interaction during excimer laser refractive surgery, which
for LASIK can be described as PTA = (FT + AD)/central
corneal thickness (CCT).7,9–12

Potential use of PTA in practice
While most patients who have developed ectasia after LASIK
have, in retrospect, had identifiable risk factors, particularly
irregular topographic patterns, that placed them at higher
risk for this complication, ectasia cases in patients with
normal preoperative topography still remains a conundrum.
In their studies, Santhiago et al9–11 provided evidence that a
high value of PTA, especially .40%, is a relevant factor in
the development of post-LASIK ectasia in eyes with normal
preoperative Placido disk-based topography, and therefore,
PTA should be taken into account as a screening parameter
for refractive surgery candidates. This metric more accurately
represents the risk of ectasia than the individual components
that comprise it.7,9–11
According to the studies conducted by Santhiago et al,
the risk of ectasia rapidly increases with a PTA value .35%
(with 100% sensitivity) and peaks its maximum combination
of sensitivity and specificity when $40%.9–11
Since the cohesive tensile strength is not uniform throughout the central corneal stroma and the one-third anterior
region of the corneal stroma has significantly greater cohesive
tensile strength,43–45 removing this relevant part of the stroma
may induce corneal weakening in increasing proportions
as the threshold of 35% or 40% is reached and crossed.7–11
As compared to specific residual stromal bed (RSB) or CCT
values, PTA likely provides a more individualized measure of
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biomechanical alteration because it considers the relationship
between thickness, tissue altered through ablation and flap
creation, and ultimate RSB thickness.
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Association between PTA and ectasia
in eyes with normal topography
Our studies9–11 revealed that in eyes with normal preoperative topography, PTA had higher prevalence, higher odds
ratio, and higher predictive capabilities for ectasia risk than
moderate to high Ectasia Risk Score System (ERSS) values,
RSB, CCT, high myopia, AD, and age. PTA $40 was a more
robust indicator of risk than other variables in patients with
normal preoperative topography, being even more sensitive
than the absolute cutoff value of the RSB (300 μm) itself
that influenced on the risk of ectasia the most.

Role of PTA in eyes with suspicious
topography
Previous studies have shown that abnormal corneal topographic patterns are the most significant risk factor for postoperative ectasia.13,14 In a study specifically conducted on eyes
with suspicious topography, Santhiago et al7 revealed that
there remains a significant correlation between PTA values
and ectasia risk after LASIK, even in eyes with suspicious
corneal topography. Less tissue alteration, or a lower PTA
value, was necessary to induce ectasia in eyes with more
remarkable signs of topographic abnormality, and PTA
provided better discriminative capabilities than RSB for all
study populations. It should also be clear that these results
do not indicate that it is safe to perform LASIK in eyes with
suspicious topographic patterns simply by respecting a low
PTA limit. In fact, these findings do corroborate that even
subtle signs of abnormal topography are associated with
ectasia after minimal tissue removal, and therefore, there is
no safety limit under this setting.

Relative contribution of FT and AD to
PTA
Despite representing a more individualized metric than CCT
or RSB, PTA still has equally weighted components, such as
FT and AD, that may not have equal importance.46,47 Since
these variables affect the central cornea similarly but have
significant differences in their relative alteration of peripheral
corneal fibers, they may have different effects on ultimate
biomechanical integrity based on anatomic differences in the
anterior corneal stromal fiber interconnections.
Santhiago et al also conducted a specific study10 to investigate the relative contribution of FT and AD to PTA after
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LASIK and to evaluate the importance of these differences
in further differentiating between eyes that do and do not
develop ectasia with normal preoperative topography. They
found that LASIK flap had greater impact than AD; however,
thicker flaps alone were insufficient to create ectasia unless
coupled with greater ADs and thus high PTA values.

Residual stromal bed
The residual stromal bed (RSB) cutoff was proposed based
on clinical observations, and although it has been a useful
variable (in this case indirectly) informing about remaining
load-bearing tissue after surgery,48 it definitely lacks preciseness due to the fact that it is not an individualized metric.
As corneal tensile strength presents an inhomogeneous
distribution throughout the central corneal stroma,43–45 with
a progressive weakening, reaching the same value of RSB
represents a significant different level of corneal impairment in eyes with different initial CCTs and is submitted to
different ADs.
In 1998,48 Seiler et al proposed the cutoff value of 250 μm
to avoid ectasia after LASIK, which was an important milestone at that time. It was a value that intuitively made sense,
because it was similar to the values proposed by Barraquer
for keratomileusis,49 and that presented an option that was
not too conservative, still allowing moderate and sometimes
even high-level of treatments.
However, there are some inconsistencies in the rationale
for determining the value of 250 μm.
The authors48 cite a study published in 198050 that would
have found that the tangential elastic modulus of the keratoconic cornea is smaller by a factor of 2.1 compared to a
normal cornea. The authors state, “assuming the biomechanical parameters are constant throughout corneal thickness, a
normal corneal thickness could be reduced by this factor (2.1)
before its elasticity is comparable to a keratoconus cornea”,
which was an assumption that would be a major flaw in the
methodology that led to the conclusion of a cutoff of 250 μm,
and this was even recognized by the authors when they state,
“this assumption is rather optimistic since the deeper stroma
appears to have less biomechanical strength compared to the
anterior layers”.
The biomechanical study published by Andreassen and
Oxlund50 in 1980 (and cited by Seiler et al), although of high
value, specially being conducted in the early 80s, came to
these conclusions based on the comparison of only six eyes
with keratoconus obtained from penetrating keratoplasty
with only seven measurements of normal eyes (the average
of four patients from which the authors used both eyes and
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three other eyes of three different patients), also removed
surgically. Besides the small sample size that is clearly not
methodologically representative of a normal population, the
measurements were not “in vivo” and the corneas presented
a wide range of age (between 14 years and 31 years in the
keratoconic group and between 14 years and 71 years in the
normal group). Finally, to reach the value of 250 μm, Seiler
et al48 assumed that an average normal cornea would have a
value of 520 μm, which is itself a highly questionable value
based on meta-analysis that suggested a thicker cornea as
the normal mean value.51
It is therefore clear that the theoretical assumptions that
pave the way for their recommendation of a cutoff value
of 250 μm are inaccurate in some areas and questionable
in others. The biomechanical parameters are not constant
throughout corneal thickness as the cohesive tensile strength
is not uniform throughout the central corneal stroma with a
progressive weakening in the posterior two-thirds; the 2.1
factor was based on a small sample size, not “in vivo” and
with a wide range of age; and finally, the average cornea
seems to be thicker than the values they use to calculate.
After that publication, the cutoff value of 250 μm became
one of the most utilized criteria to consider a candidate to be
at higher risk for ectasia, and despite the inconsistencies just
described, it should be regarded as an important contribution for that time. However, the role of RSB on ectasia risk
is probably related to indirect measurements of the tissue
removed, though obviously less accurate than the individualized measurement of PTA. Previous studies have shown that
even eyes with normal topography and RSB within limits that
is considered as low-risk developed ectasia, if presenting a
high PTA value.

Low preoperative corneal thickness
Low preoperative corneal thickness alone has also been found
to be a weak predictor of ectasia, since thin corneas, although
less often, could still be within the normality range.51 The
association with ectasia risk is related to the fact that keratoconic corneas tend to be thinner than normal corneas,37,42
and more importantly, as part of the equation that generates
PTA, since the same ablation would mean a higher PTA in
thinner corneas.9
Since keratoconic corneas are thinner than normal
corneas,37,38,42,52–55 those with low preoperative corneal thickness may represent a sign of disease. However, although
there seems to be truly thin corneas without detectable signs
of disease, most of the cases already present topographic
or tomographic signs of keratoconus. We have recently
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demonstrated that the prevalence of a preoperative CCT
within the high-risk range (,510 μm) in eyes with normal
topography is significantly low.9 In normal eyes, the primary
concern is not only the actual absolute corneal thickness
but rather how that thickness combined with excimer laser
ablation translates into postoperative corneal biomechanics,
which is the primary concept of PTA.9
As compared to specific cutoff values of RSB or CCT,
PTA likely provides a more individualized measure of biomechanical alteration because it considers the relationship
between thickness, tissue altered through ablation and flap
creation, and ultimate RSB thickness, all in the same metric
and meaning different values for each individual.7,9–11
There are recent studies56–58 investigating the safety of
LASIK in thin corneas that also presented normal topography
and low PTA values, and even though the authors were not
specifically using PTA at the time of their study, they were
most likely within the safety limits for LASIK in this regard.
However, as previously mentioned, we still believe that any
eye with CCT values ,480 μm should still be seen with caution, due to the prevalence of keratoconus in this group.
Pachymetry maps, thinnest point, and thickness profiles
have also been demonstrated by different authors,31,36–38,53–55
which are helpful tools in differentiating normal and keratoconus eyes. Ambrósio et al37,38 have reported a significantly
faster progression of absolute stromal thickness from the
thinnest point to the periphery in keratoconus eyes compared
to that in the normal population. Reinstein et al36,53,54 have
also shown a localized thinning of the epithelium at the
center of a epithelial “donut pattern” and that the difference
between the thinnest and thickest epithelia may be a helpful
tool in detecting early stages of keratoconus and monitoring
its progression over time.

High myopia
The situation with high myopia is similar to that with thin
corneas in that they are both more prevalent among eyes with
keratoconus6 and when truly associated with the disease,
commonly present together with clear signs of topographic
or tomographic abnormalities.
Although in recent studies, the eyes in which ectasia
occurred were significantly more myopic than controls,13,14
we have recently demonstrated that the isolated prevalence
of a high myopia within the high-risk range (higher than
8 diopters) in eyes with normal topography is significantly
low.9 The main explanation for this finding is that, ultimately,
when not coupled with topographic or tomographic abnormality, high myopia represents AD and seems to be more
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important when correlated with the impairment on the corneal
tissue as part of PTA equation.9
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Age as a risk factor
In eyes with normal topography, age is most likely the main
source of information about a patient’s intrinsic biomechanical properties,2,8 and in fact, when matching for the topography status, eyes that developed ectasia tend to be younger than
controls that have not developed ectasia.7,9,13,14,59 It could be
partially explained by the fact that younger corneas theoretically present lower corneal cohesive tensile strength, which
can shift over time43 and also considering keratoconus is a
progressive disease, simply because young patients may have
not yet developed the first detectable topographic signs.60,61
Young age is probably the most controversial risk factor, and
therefore, probably, also the most overlooked one.

A weighted screening system
Randleman et al13,14,59 provided a valuable contribution to
the refractive surgery field by identifying and determining the importance of risk factors through a stringent and
validated scientific analysis that led to the development of a
comprehensive screening approach: the ERSS. Their studies corroborated the relationship between abnormal corneal
topography and ectasia as the most common and important
high-risk sign.
They also provided scientific evidence that low RSB, low
CCT, high myopia, and young age are significant risk factors
for the development of post-LASIK ectasia. Ectasia cases present, on average, significantly lower RSB thicknesses and thinner CCTs than controls. Understanding the relative importance
of different factors may be challenging, and the unique feature
of the ERSS, evaluating multiple risk factors simultaneously,
is definitely a helpful tool in the screening strategy.

Other risk factors
Although there are no studies to scientifically validate the
relationship between the history of eye rubbing and chronic
trauma and the progression of ectasia, it does intuitively make
sense and should be avoided. Besides the possible traumatic
slippage between collagen fibrils, the main explanation
is probably related to recruitment of inflammatory cells,
enzyme activity under a higher temperature, and increase in
intraocular pressure.62
Eye rubbing represents a different experience in each
individual, meaning a different frequency and a different pressure on the cornea, which makes it challenging
to determine its real impact on corneas with a variety of
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biomechanical intrinsic statuses. The possible association
between keratoconus and atopic disease is also a potential
bias in better understanding this relationship.
Unstable and suboptimal refractions with ,20/20 best
spectacle-corrected visual acuity and a family history of
keratoconus may also be warning signs of undetectable
ectatic disorders, increasing the risk of corneal ectasia after
refractive surgery, and therefore, should be given consideration, especially in borderline candidates.6,63
Crosslinking has gained popularity through its proved
efficacy on halting ectasia progression.64 As opposed to the
thought that it could be used at the time of LASIK to avoid
ectasia, we are of the opinion that this strategy should be
further investigated as, in theory, crosslinking presents potent
remodeling and flattening effects by potentially altering
excimer laser predictability.65 Therefore, the best strategy
currently available is not to add a concomitant procedure to
avoid ectasia but carefully review and acknowledge the risk
factors, as it is the purpose of this review.

Conclusion
The best strategy should take into consideration the reasonable analysis of each of the risk factors individually as well
as their togetherness in a weighted fashion. Individually,
Placido-disk corneal topography patterns seem to play a
pivotal role as a surrogate of corneal strength and abnormal
corneal topography remains to be the most important identifiable risk factor for ectasia.
Analysis of pachymetric and epithelial maps, obtained
with different tomography technologies as well as computational strategies, available in the machines helping in
the detection of early stages of keratoconus is additional
and relevant information and therefore recommended to be
incorporated into the daily screening process.
When topography is normal, PTA has been shown to be
the most robust risk factor. PTA is not a screening metric, and
therefore, a low PTA value does not mean that ectasia will
not occur. It is, conversely, a tested and validated risk factor,
which merely means a high PTA value is associated with a
higher risk of ectasia after LASIK. The scientifically validated
combined strategy ERSS has also proven to be very useful.
An extensive knowledge about all these risks is imperative
to make the best decision for each patient, which ultimately
makes the surgery safer. There are probably other associations we are not even aware of, and that is why research in
this field should continue, investigating new potential risk
factors, validating promising technologies, and refining
combined strategies.
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